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Barriers for the cloud SLA adoption

SLALOM Vision

 Varying SLA specifications from different cloud providers (with
respect to various aspects such as terms, obligations, auditing),
 Research outcomes regarding SLA management frameworks
and their uptake by industry (including the variety of SLA
management mechanisms deployed by each provider)
 Legal factors such as the different legislation among countries,
the origin of requests or the location of data and services, the
terms and conditions, rights and obligations of service use, the
service parameters, service level management, and penalties
for incompliance.

 Create a unifying set of legal and open model terms for cloud
computing contracts
 Define a core SLA specification for entities’ interactions in the
cloud computing ecosystem
 Provide a common reference model (inc. SLALOM‐validated
mechanisms) in order to ensure that the management of the
SLAs across their complete lifecycle (i.e., definition of
templates, negotiation, enforcement, closure) is performed
according to a well‐defined and well‐established set of
techniques

Challenges

SLALOM Advances

 Important research outcomes vs. very limited adoption of
cloud services

 Common SLA model and convince stakeholders of its benefits



 Already available working groups and reports on clouds and/or
SLAs that should be taken into account
 Incomplete, variable, possibly unbalanced and non‐negotiable
Cloud contracts and SLAs

Core SLA specifications & common reference that tackle and encompass the
needs and offerings of the stakeholders and users in the cloud ecosystem
Common SLA models that clearly state the rights and the obligations of the
involved parties  common understanding

 Recap, merge and expand the most valuable results/outcomes
 Provide a reference model with clear, comprehensive, open,
modular set of terms for cloud computing contracts and SLAs

SLALOM Objectives and Approach
Current and emerging needs

Technical Schema
common reference model for
the SLA lifecycle management

SLA Specification

Stakeholders’ views
Monitoring and managing
mechanisms for SLAs
re‐usable clauses for current
and future developments

Legal schema
set of open, modular and
comprehensive model terms
for the specifications of cloud
computing SLAs and
contracts

alternative clauses for
tailoring to different
situations (e.g., legislative
local differentiations, domain‐
specific aspects, etc.)

Production and
evaluation Phase
(M1‐M8)

Consultation
Phase (M8 – M13)

Adoption Phase
(M13 – M18)

Needs of the Cloud Providers
a)List and suggest the type of mechanisms that they need for monitoring
b)Ensure the proper (SLA‐promised) provision of i) their services, ii) the future
cloud scenarios and their contractual challenges, iii) the required (and
supplementary) terms across main areas (e.g., performance terms, billing
terms, application‐specific terms etc.),
c)The exact definition of the terms as well as their compatibility with the local
& wider legislations

SLA standardized specification
Base and extend

Bridge the
research vs.
industry gap

Requirements of the Cloud Adopters

Provide SLA requirements

their restraints, concerns, business objectives, opinions and preferences

Coming from cloud/SLA stakeholders (i.e., providers, legal experts,
adopters)

Provide reference SLA management framework &
propose potential extensions
market trends and adopters’ requirements

Technical aspects

Establish a perpetual, neutral, supervisory and
self‐financed independent body

Update the SLA lifecycle and the involved technologies according to the needs
of the cloud providers and the requirements of the cloud adopters

Keep the SLALOM models updated
based on the evolutions of the cloud technologies, the
requirements and the legislative changes

Sustainability

Ensure the exploitation of the SLALOM models by
their stakeholders

Legal aspects
Simplified way of legally expressing to the needs of the cloud providers and
the requirements of the cloud adopters so as to ensure both the precise
description of the responsibilities and the rights of all stakeholders as well as
their common understanding

Verify/Certify the SLALOM‐compatibility of future
cloud SLAs

Follow us
SLALOM site: http://slalom‐project.eu
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Twitter link: twitter.com/CloudSLAlom

LinkedIn group: SLALOM ‐ ready to use Cloud SLAs
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